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TEX NEWMAN says he tried this "easy action refreshment" next to a little of HAYWIRE.  He was not a fan of it.

THE CLOVER's wife has told her the clover's dead. She told him to take it to the trash because it's dead. And it makes sense. It's dead.

THE CLOVER's told her she should drink some of the clover's juice when she gets too dry and stressed. "It's not going to do anything for you," she said.

OUR FAVORITE ex-Bryant is in town. He and the Bryant are having a long discussion about the Bryant and the Bryant's future. "I don't know what I'm going to do," the ex-Bryant said.

AMERICA PAYS TRIBUTE TO IKE

WASHINGTON (AP) - The American people, who have lost one of their greatest leaders, today observed the inauguration of a new President, Dwight D. Eisenhower. It was a day of national mourning.

UNITED NATIONS (UPI) - The United Nations has declared three days of mourning for President Dwight D. Eisenhower. The UN General Assembly has also expressed its deep regret at the death of the President.

Bridge Falls, Train Spills Onto Highway

WUTTOMA (UPI) - A freight train derailed shortly after leaving a small town in Oklahoma, causing several injuries. The freight train was carrying a load of wheat from the United States to Canada. At least 20 people were injured in the accident.
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Outside Interview - "What's been the biggest challenge of your career so far?"
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GO HOME and EAT

The MAIN Bank of Portland

Introduces their Greatest
PREMIUM SAVINGS PLAN

Now Deposit $500 or more, add $100 at anytime and receive the highest interest rate plus

1000 FREE S&H GREEN STAMPS

When Compounded Daily For 20 Years

City National BANK AND TRUST COMPANY

EASTER PARADE SPECIAL

Magnetic Block Plaids in the three piece knit suit that is indispensable for your wardrobe. Four with an unlimited fashion future!

MISSES SMART SPRING 3-PC
ACETATE KNIT WALKING SUITS

Styless Originally
Priced $42.00

$29.90

If You’re Thinking Easter Think
Dillard’s B-D...Shepherd Mall

If you like a friendly, efficient and personalized service, look no further than Shepherd Mall.

TRIFARI’S WHITE ENAMEL SPRING & SUMMER JEWELRY

Your choice $4.00 to $5.00

Hats, scarves, blouses, shoes, handbags, handkerchiefs, towels, underwear, hosiery.

Shepherd Mall
5 W. 23rd and VILLA PHONE 943-1364

NATURALIZER’S ELEGANT
“Prelude” PUMPS

$19.99

These pumps with towering leather heel, elastic ladders, a glossy pointed toe. Pedicure.

SHOP MONDAY 10 A.M. ‘TIL 9 P.M.
Caution Guided General, President Eisenhower

The Ike I Remember—By Drew Pearson

Enid Recalls Rain-Bringer

The Oklahoma Journal

Cities are one of the major drainages of population. The first urban center was the village, the second was the city, and the third is the metropolis.
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State Editors Say

Mark Rudd has been named to the position of
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College Chiefs Due Anti-Riot Arsenal Soon
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Dillard’s Brown-Dunkin

HELD OVER...SAVE 20%, 30% & 50% at our Shepherd Mall Store

SEMI-ANNUAL RECORD DAYS

SALE

LAST BIG DAY TO SAVE!

JUNIORS’ SPRING ALL-WEATHER FASHION COATS

Reg. 149.50 to 189.50
Sale ... $119

MISSES’ HALF SIZE FAMOUS MAKERS’ BUDGET DRESSES

Reg. 149.00 to 159.95
Sale ... $119

FLAT KNIT DRESS SHEER FAMOUS MAKER’S PANTY HOSE

Reg. 2.95 per pout
Sale ... $1.47

MEN’S DACRON/COTTON PERMANENT PRESS WALK SHORTS

Reg. 49.95
Sale ... $39.95

It’s So Easy to Say, “Just Charge It, Please!”
Shop Dillard’s Brown-Dunkin Shepherd Mall...10a.m. to 9p.m. Monday!

OU Lands Six Beefy Juco Grid Stars

OU CROWNS THREE CHAMPIONS

Pokes Blanked; Gable Wins

Murphy’s Miami Lead Hits Three

Knicks Win, 107-91

ABA Goes For Broke

Oklahoma Splits Pair With NMS

Eugene Baray and Bart Lentz of Norman State. (top) blanked Oklahoma State 16-0 in the conference opener.

Murphy’s Miami Lead Hits Three

Miami’s Top Scores
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Oklahoma State vs. NMS

Oklahoma State’s Robin Elsworth (2) and Bart Lentz (right) went out in the first round as the Pokes blanked Norman State.
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Referees Don't Create Friends At NCAA Meet

Pondering His Future

Colbert Raps Two Homers

OU Crowns Three Mat Champions

Tourney Changed

36 Named To Girls' All-State Cage Team

Blazers Vow To Beat Tulsa

89ers Need Infielder To Complete Lineup

89ers Deal 11-2 Defeat
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OU PLAYERS' GOLF CLASS:

State Golf Set August 4-8
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Florida leads 104-80 "Over West

WITNESS ONCE-NEVER

DIRECTIONS
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EAST WALKS OVER WEST

WEST WALKS OVER EAST

FIRE SALE

ARLANS

POT HOLE SPECIAL

ARLANS

WHEEL ALIGNMENT

SAVE 50%
High speed, wide tread Foremost® A F/x tires reduced thru Saturday

A F/x ‘SQUIRM’ FIGHTER
30 MOS. GUARANTEE WITH 15 MOS. FREE REPLACEMENT!

$22

Special offer! FROM STOCK TO STORE

A/F/x SPECIAL 17" CHROME STEEL WHEEL W/SES, $42

BACK-ORDERED ITEMS STILL AVAILABLE

FIRM OPENING CITY OFFICE

DR. JAMES D. R. DILL, D.D.S.

New drilling techniques offer hope to find water.

Adair Joins Alley Fight

Owensboro, Ky. (AP) — Adair County Judge-Executive Larry Grider has filed a lawsuit against the city of Owensboro to block the construction of a new sewage treatment plant. Grider argues that the plant would violate an agreement between the city and county under which the city would pay for half of the cost. The city, however, claims that the agreement is invalid and that it has the right to build the plant. The case is expected to go to trial in the next few months.

City’s Pride No True Boulevard

Alas, Classen Is Just A Street

By FRANK BROWN

The heart of OKC’s Classen Boulevard has been long time home to many businesses and residents. But the current plan is to redevelop the boulevard into a narrow, one-lane road with no sidewalks. This will force people to walk on the street, which is dangerous and unpleasant. The city has already spent millions on plans for the redevelopment, but the residents are firmly against it. They have organized protests and petitioned the city council, but their efforts have been fruitless. The city is determined to go ahead with the project, and will not listen to any opposition.

Firm opens City Office

Dr. James D. R. Dill, D.D.S., has opened a new office on Classen Boulevard. The office will offer a range of dental services, including general dentistry, orthodontics, and periodontics. The office is located at 3100 Classen Boulevard, Suite 100, and is open Monday through Friday, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. For more information, call 405-555-1234.
State Western Museums Slated On Grand Scale

By BILL MCGILL

State Western Museums, one of the nation's largest and most comprehensive collections of western art, will be showcased on a grand scale at the upcoming Western Art Show in downtown Los Angeles. The show features works by renowned artists such as Frederic Remington and Charles M. Russell, and will be held in conjunction with the opening of the new Western Art Museum in San Francisco. The museum, which is located on the second floor of the old post office building, features a permanent collection of over 1,000 works, as well as rotating exhibitions and educational programs. For more information, please contact the museum at 555-1234.

New Cars Patrouling Schools

The new cars will be equipped with advanced safety features, including automatic emergency braking, lane departure warning, and a 360-degree bird's-eye view camera. These features will help prevent accidents and ensure a safe driving environment for students. The cars will also be equipped with a 10-year/100,000-mile warranty, and a team of trained technicians will be available to provide prompt and reliable service.

Oil Well Allowable 100 Per Cent Again

The federal government has now allowed the use of 100% of oil wells for production, following a recent court ruling. This move is expected to increase oil production and reduce the cost of gasoline for consumers.

Ax Hangs Over Head Of Oilmen

A federal grand jury has indicted several oil executives on charges of fraud and conspiracy. The oil barons are accused of rigging oil prices and engaging in kickbacks to secure government contracts. The case is being prosecuted by the Justice Department, and it is said to be the largest investigation of its kind in recent history.

Priest Earns Project Cash The Hard Way

When you can't get rich easy, you have to get it the hard way. This is the story of a priest who turned a small church into a successful business. By hard work and perseverance, he was able to earn enough money to support his family and provide for the needs of his congregation.

'Flying Doctor' At Edmond Back From Mexico Aid Trip

The 'Flying Doctor' program has been a success in Mexico, providing essential medical care to isolated communities. The program is run by a team of volunteer doctors and nurses who fly into remote areas to offer their services. This year, the program reached its highest number of patients, with over 500 people receiving care.

Ex-City Reporter Is Cornell Editor

The former city editor of the New York Times has been appointed as the new editor of the Cornell Daily Sun. The new editor brings with her a wealth of experience and a commitment to journalistic integrity. The Daily Sun is a student-run newspaper that serves as a platform for diverse voices and opinions.

Will you look good this summer?

Now's the time to treat yourself to a beautiful face lift. Roman Health Spa offers a variety of face lifts, including the popular "Twilight" lift. With a little TLC, you can have a new look in no time.

Phillips Offers Logging Course

Phillips University is offering a new course in logging management. The course will cover topics such as forest management, tree physiology, and sustainable logging practices. This is an excellent opportunity for those interested in the forestry industry.

Know Where to Go Is Half Of Getting What You Want...

A big part of success is knowing where to go and who to ask. When you want to grow—think free of your brain.

Your bank is your business partner... You need to know your banker—and he needs to know you.

Your friendly banker at Friendly National Bank always glad to discuss your plans with you—And to be of service to you.

Make FRIENDLY your bank today.

Come and See our Fabulous Fashion Fabrics ...that are so-o-o sewable

Slight Clips, 100% Cotton, $2.88 yd.

Acetate & Rayon Blend Drapery Sheers, Fabrics, Valence $1.29 yd.

"Large enough to sew your... Small enough to know you."

FABRIC FAIR
3295 S. Air Depot
732-8828

FRIENDLY NATIONAL BANK
601 S. Air Depot
732-8815

Member Federal Savings Insurance Corporation
"Large enough to serve you... Small enough to know you."

City Job Rate Levels Off

Employment in the city has been relatively stable, with the job rate remaining relatively constant. However, there may be some fluctuations due to seasonal changes in the economy. The city is working to create more jobs and encourage economic growth.
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"Well Plugging Fund" Vital, Nesbitt Warns

Board's Only Gal Has Tips

Merger Revealed By 2 City Firms

Oklahoma Cityans

VOTE APRIL 1ST FOR
O. C. MELVIN FOR MAYOR

FAA Crew Kept Busy

OU Guitarist Bound For Music Festival

Moyree Fashions

NEW LOW PRICE!

Whirlpool DELUXE WASHER

Moyree Fashions 7 N. S. 8 & Reno

Special Report to the Citizens of DEL CITY . . . . from the only businessman in the race for Mayor April 1st!

G. C. Melvin believes that a large voter turnout is vital in this election. Cemna says, "Bernie can't win. Your city government needs the help of all citizens. Your interest in city government will come back to you many times in the form of service and im-

G. C. Melvin believes that new industry would provide the greatest stabilizing force for providing jobs and building our City. We can change the economic image and raise the living standards of the people.

G. C. Melvin believes that the public must take a stand against taxes. ‘City Councilman,' he says, is the only way to cut costs and save money.
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### Weekly Wide Line Record Of New York Stocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock Symbol</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Last Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>Acme Corp.</td>
<td>100.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>Delta Corp.</td>
<td>87.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHI</td>
<td>Gamma Corp.</td>
<td>123.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JKL</td>
<td>Joe Corp.</td>
<td>98.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNO</td>
<td>Max Corp.</td>
<td>76.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Weekly List Of Share Trading On American Exchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Last Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Astra Corp.</td>
<td>123.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta Corp.</td>
<td>98.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma Corp.</td>
<td>78.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Corp.</td>
<td>56.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epsilon Corp.</td>
<td>45.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mutual Funds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund Name</th>
<th>Net Asset Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Fund</td>
<td>102.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta Fund</td>
<td>98.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma Fund</td>
<td>87.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Fund</td>
<td>76.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epsilon Fund</td>
<td>67.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### New York Exchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock Symbol</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Last Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>Acme Corp.</td>
<td>100.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>Delta Corp.</td>
<td>87.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHI</td>
<td>Gamma Corp.</td>
<td>123.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JKL</td>
<td>Joe Corp.</td>
<td>98.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNO</td>
<td>Max Corp.</td>
<td>76.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
James Jones To Deliver OU Lecture

OU Symphonic Band Going On Concert Tour Of 7 Cities

TRADE-MART
6537 S.E. 29 of Interstates 40 PE 76938

Community & Business

City Students To Take Putnam Stage
Giant Spell-Off All Set

Firm Opens City Office

Alas, Classen Is Just A Street

Adair Joins Alley Fight
Readers Theatre To Present Play...

'Salome' Next At University

Lively, up-tempo music is the keynote for the musical version of Oscar Wilde's 'Salome' that will be presented at the University of Nevada in Reno. The performance is scheduled for Thursday, May 19, at 8 p.m. in the University Theater. Jenifer L. Colley, a senior at the University of Nevada, will play the title role of Salome. Other cast members include Bart Kottke, who will portray John the Baptist, and Jennifer Wight, who will play Herod Antipas. The show is directed by Professor Richard D. Cramer, a member of the Theatre and Dance Department at the university. Tickets for the performance are available at the University Theater box office. Sales open at 10 a.m. on the day of the show. The show has a suggested donation of $5 and is not recommended for children under the age of 12. For more information, please contact the University Theater box office at (775) 784-2867.
Resorts & Travel

CARIBBEAN CRUISE-TOUR
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Okeechobee, Okla., April 7

Yes, I'm interested in The Journal's exciting holiday trip to the Caribbean aboard the SS LITTON. Please send me the colorful brochure, giving details and prices.

Name

Address

City

State

Zip Code

Phone

Date received

Husband's occupational status (please list)

City, State Couples Planning Wedding Ceremonies

While Cruising At Sea, Passengers Relax In Sun

While cruising on sun, passengers aboard the Holland America Line's cruise ship Nieuw Amsterdam will enjoy a panoramic view of the warm sun and sea. The Caribbean's climate, with its soft breezes and warm, clear waters, is perfect for this kind of vacation. The trip will visit eight ports, including St. Lucia, St. Thomas, St. John, Antigua, and Puerto Rico.

Sooners To Have Fun-Packed Cruise

Aboard the Holland America Line's Nieuw Amsterdam, Sooners can enjoy a fun-packed cruise in the Caribbean. The ship offers a variety of activities, including sightseeing, shopping, and cultural experiences. The trip will visit eight ports, including St. Lucia, St. Thomas, St. John, Antigua, and Puerto Rico.

St. Lucia Has Gallic Influences

The island of St. Lucia has a unique French influence, evident in its architecture, cuisine, and culture. Visitors can experience this influence through local dishes like bouillabaisse and creole, as well as the island's beautiful beaches and lush rainforests.

A Feast For Passengers

Aboard the Holland America Line's Nieuw Amsterdam, passengers can enjoy a variety of seafood dishes, including fresh fish, shellfish, and prawns. The ship offers a range of dining options, from casual buffets to elegant sit-down meals. The trip will visit eight ports, including St. Lucia, St. Thomas, St. John, Antigua, and Puerto Rico.

Rainbows

A special offer: Enjoy a luxurious cruise on the Holland America Line's Nieuw Amsterdam, with a special discount on your vacation. Book by April 30, and receive a 15% discount on your trip. The offer includes all meals, entertainment, and activities. Book today and start planning your dream vacation.
CHOICE YOUR SECOND HOME FROM AMERICA'S FINEST LINE OF PICKUP COACHES

El Dorado '69
DODGE MIDWEST INC. IS OKLAHOMA CITY'S ONLY AUTHORIZED DODGE DEALER! MOST EVERY MODEL IS NOW ON DISPLAY. PRICES START AS LOW AS $1,495 FOR CAMPING AT ITS LUXURIOUS BEST SEE US AT

DODGE MIDWEST INC.        PE 2-6844
2712 So. Midwest Blvd.
The Oklahoma City

BIG 3

Still have over
$3,000,000 to $2,000,000

in NEW CHRYSLER & PLYMOUTHS

But time is running out!!!

We've set sales records on new Chryslers and Plymouths since the beginning of our multi-million dollar Save-In. We've still got an outstanding selection to choose from. Every model. Every option. And the deals are better than ever. Take advantage of the savings now. Before time runs out.

Check List

Pick the Model of Your Choice... Then Get the Selling Price from One of the Big 3

FRET WELLS

STAN LITTLETON

DOCKUM PONTIAC

WE'LL BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE ON A NEW PONTIAC!

DOCKUM PONTIAC

2020 CARRAND

OF PLENTY

F-R-4

B-94

Elegance In Suitsing

NEW PONTIAC FORD LINCOLN
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2304 Bel Air
See this lovely Colonial 3 bedroom home that gives you 1,374 square feet of living space. 2 baths, large rooms, equipped for heating and air-conditioning. Main floor plan, spacious family room, two bedrooms, finished basement. Central heat and air-conditioning, cherry-finished hardwood floors, built-in disposal, dishwasher, oven, & range.

Durward Marcial SW 4-3806

2305 Bel Air
A panelled family room is featured with fireplace, hardware & back-sitting. 3 bedrooms with 2 baths, poured through-oil, built-in garbage disposal, dishwasher, utility room, central type heating & air-conditioning.

Durward Marcial SW 4-3806

2521 Bel Air
You'll enjoy the English-style decorated sitting in the large 24x19 family room in this spacious home. 2 bed rooms, 2 baths, a 14x12.5 eat-in kitchen, pantry refrigerator, clothes dryer, all R.C.A. built-in, 1,182 square feet of living space in all.

Paul Benson 794-8126

2513 Ridgewood
Large family room with cathedral ceiling, 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, hardwood throughout, gun metal ceiling, air-conditioning, washer, water heater, central type heating & service.

Jerry Evans OR 7-6218

2300 Bel Air
3-bedroom with 1 1/2 baths featuring a large master bedroom, hardwood throughout, large family room, central type heating, washer, garage, disposal off-built-in, extra garage and utility room, central type heating.

Bob Freeman 681-6749

Wry Whiskey Sinks Ol' Sam
Sam Whiskey, as portrayed by the rugged and handsome Bert Reynolds, comes clean to the Jerns, the Aladdin, in new style, without the help of fame and glory. The story of "Wry Whiskey" is set in the U.S. west in 1870 and tells the story of how Sam Whiskey, a gunslinger, becomes the head of a small town. The film features the cast of the Jerns, Bert Reynolds, and the town of Aladdin, which is based on the story of "Cat Ballou."
He Deserves New Chance

By WILHELM GORDON

News from France brings a signal of hope to those who have been rooting for France's star, Jean-Paul Belmondo. In his latest film, "Le Grand Bleu," Belmondo plays a hero who defies the odds to achieve his dream. The film is a triumph of emotions and performances, and it has been praised by critics worldwide. Belmondo's role as a man who overcomes adversity is inspiring, and it is clear that he has the talent to continue his successful career. With this new chance, Belmondo can finally show the world what he is truly capable of. Let's hope this is not the end of his rise to stardom!

RED TAG SALE... Monday Only

BUY ANY ONE ITEM YOU WANT in any Oklahoma City, Midwest City, Norman or Shawnee Sears Store for 10% off the REGULAR price with this RED TAG!

Clip this Red Tag and bring it to Sears for Savings... Monday only!

Joe Levine's Action Man

By SHEERAH GRAHAM

NEW YORK, N.Y. - Joe Levine, the man behind the phenomenal success of the "Action Man" doll, has announced that he is launching a new line of dolls called "The Wild West." The dolls will be sold exclusively at the "The Wild West" store, which is scheduled to open in New York City next month.

The original "Action Man" doll was a hit in the 1960s and has since become a collector's item. With the release of "The Wild West," Levine hopes to capture the interest of a new generation of toy lovers.

"This is a dream come true," Levine said. "From the moment I first came up with the idea, I knew it was going to be a success. I am confident that our new line will be just as popular as the original."
Studio Lands Mike Nichols

By MERIDIAN GRIFFIN

As per request, pictures show the celebrity that you are writing about. Dear Miss Nichols, we are looking forward to your upcoming visit. It is a pleasure to have you as our guest. Safe travels and we hope to see you soon.

Sandra Dee Returns

With An Evil 'Baby'

BY JOYCE HABER

Whatever happened to Sandy Dee's 'Baby' in the fifties? He's been promoted to starring in a sequel that's a huge hit. The movie, 'Baby Doll', is directed by Elia Kazan and stars Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton. It's a film that explores the theme of motherhood and the challenges faced by young parents. The storyline is told through the eyes of a young mother who must navigate the complexities of raising a child. The film is a poignant exploration of the roles and expectations placed on women in society, and it raises important questions about the responsibilities of parenthood. It's a must-see for anyone interested in the work of directors like Kazan and the performances of Taylor and Burton. Skeptics may wonder if the film is worth the hype, but those who have seen it are convinced that it's a true masterpiece. You won't want to miss it.
London Hails The 'New Lolita'

The 60s have been the most interesting and influential decade in the history of the British film industry. The British film industry has been a major influence on the development of modern cinema, and has produced some of the most iconic films of all time. London, with its rich history and culture, has been a major contributor to the development of British cinema. The city has been home to many of the greatest filmmakers and actors of the past century, and has been a source of inspiration for many of the most innovative and influential films of the modern era.
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Look To Auctions For Antique 'Find'

By BRINDA CLARY

The lure of averages says you are only as old as your next trip to the auction. If you have a hobby that involves collecting or learning about antiques, you know something like this is true. But too many auctions are not what they seem to be. They can be very confusing for even the seasoned collector.

Country auctions, held in the spring and summer, provide an entire lifetime of entertainment. Bring the whole family, because there’s no end to the fun. You can learn something new about American history and art in the smoked-out little room in the back of the church.

Some of the more popular items that you may find in a country auction are: a miniature horse, a set of books, a clock, a painting, and a piece of furniture. You will never know what you might find until you have looked through the items.

Newspapers and TV programs advertise the auction and provide information on the time and location. The auctioneer will explain the procedure and answer any questions you may have. It is not necessary to know anything about antiques to participate.

The most important thing to remember is that you must pay attention to the auctioneer and the items being sold. If you are not careful, you could end up with a piece of furniture that is not valuable or a painting that is not original.

A Double In Brass

Two brass chairs will be added to the Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra’s collection of Steinway & Sons pianos. The chairs were acquired through a private sale and donated to the orchestra by a local music lover.

The chairs, which are part of a limited edition set of only 20, will be placed on the stage during the orchestra’s next concert.

Leader

Super bowl Sunday will bring together fans of all ages to watch the game. To get ready, the Marching Band will perform their halftime show.

The game will not only be a battle of the bands, but also a battle of the sousaphones. Each band will try to outdo the other with their sousaphone and drum line.

A Heaviest Rock Rolling To City

Sammy S. Stephenson, a professional pianist, will bring his talents to the Oklahoma City Symphony’s concert on Saturday, March 11th. This will be the first time Stephenson has performed with the orchestra.

His repertoire includes works by Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, and Mozart. Stephenson’s performance will be a highlight of the evening.

Guest Lecturer To View 'Eye'

A distinguished guest lectured at the University of Oklahoma. Dr. Chang X. You will be in Oklahoma City West at 12:30 p.m. and 'Eye' will be available at the library.

'Eye' will be published on Tuesday, March 14th. It is a science fiction novel about a man who can see into the future. The story is set on a different planet, and the main character is a scientist who discovers a way to manipulate time.

City Symphony Bites Off Bath Challenge

Guest Artists Listed For New Season

Curt Ort, Oklahoma’s General Manager, presented the schedule of Oklahoma City Symphony’s guest artists for the upcoming season at a meeting of the Board of Trustees last week.

The guest artists include: Violinist Nadia Reisenberg, Cellist Yo-Yo Ma, Pianist Lang Lang, and Conductor James Levine.

The season opens with a performance of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony on September 10th at the Civic Center Music Hall. The orchestra will be conducted by James Levine.

City Symphony Bites Off Bath Challenge

Guest Artists Listed For New Season

Curt Ort, Oklahoma’s General Manager, presented the schedule of Oklahoma City Symphony’s guest artists for the upcoming season at a meeting of the Board of Trustees last week.

The guest artists include: Violinist Nadia Reisenberg, Cellist Yo-Yo Ma, Pianist Lang Lang, and Conductor James Levine.

The season opens with a performance of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony on September 10th at the Civic Center Music Hall. The orchestra will be conducted by James Levine.

The orchestra will also perform a concert honoring the composer Richard Strauss on November 4th. The performance will feature his complete work for orchestra, "Don Quixote."
Fortune Smiles On Fagin, Bright New "Oliver!" Film

An Appealing Actor

Gambling Mecca 'Honest'
Good Primer On Black History Re-Issued

In the manner of the "do-it-yourself" series, this book will give you a basic primer on the Negro church in America, tracing its history from its own roots in the Negro church of the South to the present day. It is divided into four parts, each part covering a different period in the history of the Negro church. The first part covers the early years of the church, from its beginning in the 19th century to the end of World War I. The second part covers the years from World War I to World War II, and the third part covers the years from World War II to the present day. The fourth part covers the years from the present day to the future. The book is intended for use by those who are new to the study of the Negro church and for those who are already familiar with its history. It is written in a clear and concise style, and it is easy to read and understand. It is also well-organized, with each chapter covering a different aspect of the church's history. The book is a valuable resource for anyone who is interested in the history of the Negro church.
New Season
Fun-Oriented

By Lawrence LaFrance

WASHINGTON -- A new season of television will arrive this fall with many of the old favorites and some new programs that will keep viewers entertained.

New fall shows will include "The Family," a series about a family's daily life that is similar to "The Cosby Show." "The Cosby Show" has been a hit for NBC, and it is expected to be equally successful this fall.

Another new show, "Murphy Brown," follows the adventures of a spinster who becomes a female detective. It is expected to be a hit, similar to "Perry Mason," which has been successful on television for many years.

"Night Court," a spin-off of the popular "Night Court" movie series, will also be a new addition to the fall lineup. It follows the life of a judge and his courtroom staff, and is expected to be a hit among younger viewers.

In addition to these new shows, many of the old favorites will return, including "Dallas," "Taxi," and "Soap." These shows have been popular for years, and are expected to continue their success.

Overall, the new season promises to be a fun-filled one, with plenty of entertainment options for viewers of all ages.
Do-It-Yourself

It's Pop-Up For Pick-Up

By STEVE ELLINGSON

The locally-owned bag company is known for the fashionable, eco-friendly style. We interviewed the creators about their passion for creating and marketing their line of bags.

The company, Pop-Up For Pick-Up, has been in operation for five years. It specializes in creating bags made from recycled materials. They use a variety of materials, including canvas, leather, and denim.

The creators, April and David, met while working at a local eco-friendly store. They both shared a passion for creating sustainable products and decided to start their own business together.

April and David started by creating small bags for friends and family. They quickly gained popularity and began receiving orders from local businesses.

The company now offers a wide range of bags, from small handbags to large tote bags. They also offer customization options, allowing customers to create their own unique designs.

The creators are always looking for ways to improve their products and stay ahead of the curve. They plan to continue expanding their line of bags and exploring new materials in the future.

The company’s dedication to sustainability and ethical practices has earned them a loyal customer base. They hope to continue growing and inspiring others to make a positive impact on the environment.

Contact

Pop-Up For Pick-Up
123 Main Street
Local City, Local State 12345

Email: info@popupforpick-up.com
Website: www.popupforpick-up.com

Social Media:
Facebook: Pop-Up For Pick-Up
Instagram: @popupforpick-up
**Magnavox COLOR TV**

**NOW... A 15" COLOR PORTABLE** with
Big-Set Performance and Reliability!

**ONLY $299.90**

- **AUTOMATIC**
  - Picture, Sound Stabilizers for optimum performance!

- **COLOR PURIFIER**
  - Automatically keeps all pictures pure!

- **DIPOLE ANTENNA**
  - Telescoping

- **EVERY OUNCE**
  - a magnificent Magnavox in quality, performance, reliability!

**NEVER KNOWINGLY UNDERSOLD**

**PHIPPS APPLIANCE CENTERS**

**NO DOWN PAYMENT**

**MONTHS TO PAY**

---

**This spring put a Touch O'Magic in your shopping with Bargains In Bloom**

**Trade-Mart**

**Department Stores:**
S.E. 29th & I.H. 40

**Store Hours:**
Weekdays: 9:30-9:00
Sundays: 12:00-6:00

**Welcome Here**

**Plenty of Free Parking**

---
NO DEFROSTING FREEZER/REFRIGERATOR

OUR GREATEST VALUE EVER!

EASY TERMS!

FREE!

1500

TOP VALUE STAMPS
WHEN YOU PURCHASE ANY ADMIRAL DUPLEX OR ADMIRAL COLOR TELEVISION

1968 CLOSEOUT
ADMIRAL Refrigerator/Freezer
* 50 C.I. F.T. EXTRA CAPACITY
* MANY EXTRA FEATURES
* ADJUSTABLE SHELVES

3888

1 ONLY—MODEL NO. 22RB

1968 CLOSEOUT
ADMIRAL Refrigerator/Freezer
BIG 23 C.I. F.T. CAP

4088

MODEL NO. 22RS

NEW 1969 MODEL
Admiral-No Defrosting

* AUTOMATIC ICE MAKER
* 13.5 C.I. F.T. IN ALL
* $39.95 FREEZER

B56. 3188

MODEL INT. 1967

BOUTIQUE OF FLOWERS
SPRING HATS
A $6.00 VALUE

SMART, TAILORED, DRESSY
HANDBAGS
REGULARLY $5.99
$4.64

your prescription will be filled properly!

and low priced, consistent with TRADE MARTS low prices!

* 2 registered pharmacists on duty at all times!

* highest quality ingredients at TRADE MARTS low prices!

* TRADE MARTS money-back guarantee guarantees you savings!

* every employee has many years of experience and know-how!

* you'll like TRADE MARTS speedy prescription service!

open at 9:30 a.m. and close at 9:00 p.m.,
Sunday, 12:00 to 6:00 p.m.
at 6337 S.E. 29th MIDWEST CITY
MEN'S DACRON BLEND
SPORT COATS
$17.00
COMPARE AT $24.97

MEN'S ZIP FRONT GOLF JACKETS
PERFECT FOR SPRING & SUMMER WEAR!
$29.96
COMPARE AT $49.98

MEN'S PERMA-PRESS
DRESS SLACKS
#7110 LOOP CUFFED ASSORTED COLORS SIZES: 30-42
$4.54
COMPARE AT $6.98

MEN'S PERMA-PRESS
CASUAL SLACKS
NYLON & COTTON INTERMEDIATE SLACKS #9110 CUFFED ASSORTED COLORS SIZES: 29-42
$2.88
COMPARE AT 4.98

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE
PERMA-PRESS
DRESS SHIRTS
100% COTTON
$2/$5.00
COMPARE AT $3.98 EACH

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE
KNIT SHIRTS
LIGHTWEIGHT GOOD LOOKING KNITS
IN THE LATEST STYLING
$2/$5.00
COMPARE AT $3.98 EACH

JUV. BOYS' CONTRASTING SUITS
STYLIST'S SELECTION OF SPRING SUITS FOR YOUNG MEN!
$5.50
COMPARE AT $12.97

BOYS' PERMA-PRESS
DRESS SLACKS
NYLON & RAYON BLEND
#9710 BELT LOOP REGULAR & SLIM ASSORTED SOLID COLORS SIZES: 8-18
$3.93
COMPARE AT $5.98

BOYS' SHORT SLEEVE
PERMA-PRESS
DRESS SHIRTS
POLYESTER & COTTON REGULAR OR BUTTON-DOWN COLLAR WHITE & THE LATEST SPRING FASHION SHIRTS SIZES: 8-18
$2/$3.00
COMPARE AT $1.98

MEN'S PHILADELPHIA
SPORT COATS

BOYS' RAYON BLEND SUITS
CHOOSE FROM TWO OR THREE BUTTON JACKETS AND MATCHING 4 POCKET BELT-LOOP SLACKS WITH TURNED UP BOTTOMS. SOFT COLORS. BLUE BROWN BRASS & OLIVE. SIZES: 8-18
$12.97
COMPARE AT $29.97

BOYS' PERMA-PRESS
CASUAL SLACKS
NYLON & COTTON POPULAR BELT-LOOP FIT MODEL REGULAR OR SLIM ASSORTED SOLID COLORS SIZES: 8-18 REG 8-16 (SHEM)
$2/$3.33
COMPARE AT $4.98

BOYS' SHORT SLEEVE
PERMA-PRESS
DRESS SHIRTS
POLYESTER & COTTON REGULAR OR BUTTON-DOWN COLLAR WHITE & THE LATEST SPRING FASHION SHIRTS SIZES: 8-18
$9.00
COMPARE AT $11.95

BOYS' SPORT COATS
RAYON/ACETATE HOPSACK
CHOOSE TWO OR THREE BUTTON MODEL WITH POP-UP HANDBEACHEFTS. BLUE, OLIVE, BRASS, GOLD & GREEN. SIZES: 8-18
SPECIAL PRE-EASTER PURCHASE!
FAMOUS NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
BRAND NAME SHOES

Fiancées

Easy Walker

Viva Americana

Banzini

SANDLER

Women’s & Teens’
Dress & Casual Shoes

$3.50
$5.00
$7.00

Comparable Values to $35

LADIES’S LITTLE
HEELS

$1.96

# Rhinestones with two boxed straps.
# Beige, black or saddle brown.
# Sizes 5-10

CHARM STEP

LOAFERS

$3.96

# Handsomely styled for the
# young miss.
# Long wearing sole and heel.
# Sizes 6-12

MEN’S ROAST BEEF

$1.96

LADIES’ NAME BRAND

$3.96

SANDALS

COMP. AT $8.99

# Rhinestones in blue.
# Pearl or white.
# Suede or leather.
# Sizes 5-10

# Rhinestones in black.
# Pearl or white.
# Suede or leather.
# Sizes 5-10

# Rhinestones in blue.
# Pearl or white.
# Suede or leather.
# Sizes 5-10

£3.96

LADIES
FLATS

# Boldy squared toe with antiqued buckle.
# Gray white or black patent.
# Sizes 5-10

BOYS’ “TUDOR LAD” STEP-INS &
OXFORDS

COMP. AT $3.96 & $3.96

$1.96 AND
$2.96

Girls’ “MISS CAPERS”
PATENTS

$1.96

# Sheepskin chamois.
# Microsuede.
# Size 12.

# Sheepskin chamois.
# Microsuede.
# Size 12.
You can live it up an extra day with what you save on a set of ROYAL TRAVELLER LUGGAGE.

ROYAL TRAVELLER LUGGAGE

ROOM SIZE
100% POLYPROPYLENE MIRACLE FIBER INDOOR-OUTDOOR
- RESISTS STAINS, MILDEW, FADE OR DISCOLOR
- NON-Skid CUSHION RUBBER
- WHAFFLE BACK
- SOLID AND THREED COLORS
REGULAR $29.95 VALUE $19.88

THERMAL BEDSPREADS
DUAL BEDCOVERING FRINGED "WEDDING RING" DESIGN
- Beauty by Day - Comfort at Night
- Machine Washable
- No Ironing Necessary
- Lovely New Fashion
- Bold Colors
$39.99 REG. $49.99

FROSTED TONE STRIPED BEDSPREADS
- No Iron-Machine Washable
- Rayon, Acrylic and Cotton Blend
- Chenille Spread with matching fringe
- Colors: Blue, Green, Gold
- Tones on tones colorful stripe effect
- Accented by White
$4.77 REG. 5.99

FAMOUS "HOOPE" BLEACHED MUSLIN PILLOW CASES
2/78C
- POPULAR JAZZ COUNTRY & WESTERN BIG BANDS
- VAST SELECTION
- REG. 1.19 EACH
- Perfect Quality
- Will give years of satisfactory wear
- 20" x 26" FRINGED VISCOSE AND COTTON
- NON-SKID OUTER BACK
- COMPLETELY WASHABLE
- SOLID COLORS
$83.
- REG. 1.49 VALUE
**WOOD FRAME PICTURES**
25 x 30 wood frames picture sizes. Never fade ever change. Choose of wall or table models. America's favorite.
$4.88
$7.97 VALUE

**TANK TOP CABINET**
$4.44
$7.97 VALUE

**WET FLOOR PICTURES**
$3.99
$5.66 VALUE

**3 TIER SPACE MAKER**
$3.88
$6.77 VALUE

**PLASTIC SHOWER VALET**
$39c

**GARMENT RACK**
All chrome steel tubing. Complete with built-in shoe rack and hat rack. Fully on nylon casters.
$3.99
$5.66 VALUE

**ELECTRIC CHARCOAL LIGHTER**
500 Watts. For fast starting barbecues, no fuel. No matches needed. Complete with 6 cord. $1.99

**18″ ROUND BAR B.Q. GRILL**
18″ Round Bar B.Q. Grill With Chrome, stainless steel grate. Turns to several burning levels. Fits in those standard shed. Has quick detachable legs for easy storage when not in use. Ideal for back yard or beach use. $3.33 VALUE

**FOLDING CHAIR**
5-Way folding chair. With imitation leather or pleated vinyl of choice. Chair easily folds into aluminum frame with waterproof, steel back and leg. $3.66 VALUE

**SPONGE MOPS**
Fast proofed mops for garage, shops, long work of cleaning with soap and water, washing and drying. $1.37 VALUE

**WASTEBASKETS**
40-year washable, colorful heavy-duty basket in choice of colors. Submitted baskets $1.29 VALUE

**QT. THERMOS BOTTLE**
Quality full-proof vacuum bottle. Guaranteed to keep contents cold for 12 hours. $2.27 VALUE

**ELECTRIC SCISSORS**
Automatic Electric Scissors with liftable guide lugs. The new, modern way to cut all types of fabrics and paper, electrically. Cuts entire portion in a few minutes. $3.97

**HANDY COUNTER**
Add or subtracts. Prevents overpaying. 50c EACH

**VACUUM CLEANER BAGS**
Quality Vacuum Cleaner bags for practically every vacuum cleaner on the market. 3/$1.00 REG. 57c EACH

**WALL CAN OPENER**
Wall Can Opener. Opens all cans in a jiffy. All steel construction with magnetic lid holder, locking swing arm etc. 88c $1.47 VALUE
**MIR-A-KOTE**

**PAINT SALE**

**YOUR CHOICE**  **$2.99**

*Mir-A-Kote* galvanized porch and deck enamel
*Mir-A-Kote* oil base exterior house paint in white and colors
*Mir-A-Kote* interior glass less flat paint in white and colors.

**INTERIOR EXTERIOR LATEX WHITE**  **$1.99**

9" x 12" PLASTIC DROP CLOTH  **$2.29**

24" x 60 YD. MASKING TAPE  **$0.39**

Caulking Compound  **$0.99**

**DUPONT**

**RALLY WAX**  **$9.69**

Automobile Timing Light  **$1.99**

Spark Plugs  **$0.50**

Sealed Beam Head Lamps  **$0.88**

**TERRY**

Auto Seat Covers  **$2.99**

**10' x 18' HEAVY GAUGE STEEL FOLDING FENCE**  **77¢**

16" HEAVY GAUGE STEEL LAWNSPREADER  **$4.88**

Turf Magic 12-4-4 Fertilizer  **$3.95**

1 lb. Bag Bermuda Grass Seed  **$0.68**

Anvil Pruner  **$0.77**

30" x 4" Aluminum Edging  **$0.99**

Sturdy Steel Hose Hanger  **$0.67**

Shears  **$1.67**
SPRING FEVER
CAMERAS, RADIOS, AND SUPPLIES THAT WILL MAKE YOU BREAK OUT THIS SPRING

FAMOUS EMERSON
8 TRANSISTOR RADIO

Only
$17.99

KODAK 134 instamatic color outfit

Only
$17.99

KODAK M-12
Super 8 Movie Camera

ONLY
17.99

ULTRABLUITZ CORNET 100
ELECTRONIC FLASH

ONLY
17.99

Minolta Hi Matic 9 Camera

ONLY
$74.99

PRESTO TOASTER BROILER

$3.99

Presto ELECTRIC CURLERS

$16.97

PRESTO DEEP FRYER

$17.88

PRESTO EASY-CLEAN FRY PAN

$17.88

PRESTO PRESSURE COOKER

$14.88

Presto COFFEE MAKER

$11.99

Presto EASY-CLEAN FRY PAN

$17.88

Presto COFFEE MAKER

$11.99

Presto EASY-CLEAN FRY PAN

$17.88

Presto COFFEE MAKER

$11.99
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ONLY
$74.99
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CUDDLY EASTER RABBITS
Assorted plush bunnies in choice sizes.每一款兔子都有不同的款式，价格不等

YOUR CHOICE
$2.33

ASST. PLUSH RABBITS 77¢

3 SPEED DELUXE HI-RISE BICYCLE
$44.97
- 10-speed bicycle
- Suspension fork
- Quick-release hubs
- Coaster brake
- Bottle holder
- White wall tires

10" TRIKE
$6.88
- 10" front wheel, 7" rear wheel
- Single step-deck
- Pedal guard
- Rear brake
- Adjustable seat
- Easy to push

TOPS GAME 237
REG. 2.99

BASEBALL GLOVE
$6.97
- Leather patch
- Waxed laces
- Genuine leather

NORMAL EVERYDAY LOW PRICE
ALL BASEBALL BATS
IN STOCK

FANTASTIC SAVINGS IN OUR SPORTING GOODS DEPARTMENT

ROD RIOT!
- Huge selection of brand name rods at a great saving
- High-quality rods, spin cast rods, and fly rods
- 10%, 20%, 30%
- Cross, Rainbow, etc.

YOUR CHOICE
$5.00

SPECIAL!
ONE GALLON JUG
YOUR CHOICE FACET OR SPOUT
$3.47

COLEMAN FUEL 77¢

COLEMAN ICE BOX 28 QT.

GARCIA MITCHELL 300 SPINNING REEL
$14.88
- 100 yds. of 6 lb. line
- Aluminum spool
- Interchangeable handle
- High-quality reel

COLEMAN LANTERN
$11.47
- Special price
- Coleman lantern
- Reliable performance
- Coleman guarantee
- Coleman lantern

Would you believe?
- The rugged ones from Coleman.
- A light that never fails

SPECIAL!
Here comes the jug
MOTHER'S PIN
WITH 3 STONES—COMP. AT $12.50
Beautifull gold-filled pin with opals for up to 11 inches of wear. Genuine gold. Price includes pin & opals.
EACH ADDITIONAL STONE—REG. $2.50—"$1.00
PENDANT
WATCHES
Compare at $9.95
YOUR CHOICE $5.96
Five collectors of Swiss movement pendant watches for a varying trend.
Top fashion watches in every style.
5-PIECE SILVER SERVICE
Designed by Rodgers
COMP. AT $75.00
$49.97
Dinner for 8 in choice of four elegant patterns, designed by the finest silver masters. Includes regular 10 pc. set, 10 pc. entertaining set, and 8-piece serving set.
YOUTH—a TW Special
"Our generation isn't trying to buck the system—only change it for the better."

ON CHILDREN
By Khalil Gibran

And a woman who build a hold against her house said, Speak to us of Children. And he said:

True children are not your children. They are the sons and daughters of Life's longing for itself. They come through you but not from you. And though they are with you yet they belong not to you.

You may give them your love but not your longing. For they have their own longing. You may house their bodies but not their souls. For their souls dwell in the house of tomorrow, which you cannot visit, nor even dream. It is not for you to lead them. It is for them to lead you.

You may teach them to审判 themselves but not to execute judgment. For their judgment is pre-eminent. You may supply them with the daily nourishment but not their daily bread. For their daily bread is their stuff in their stuff, and you are their stuff in their stuff.

You may see the example they follow but not make them follow your example. For theirs is your example, and theirs are their lessons. You may teach them to serve you but not to obey your service. For theirs is your service, and theirs are their obligations. You may teach them to speak your tongue but not to speak your speech. For theirs is your tongue, and theirs are their words.

You may live in their houses but not in their houses. For theirs is your houses, and yours are their houses.

You may build their ships but not set sail. For theirs is the voyage, and yours is the harbor.

You may kindle their light but not light it for them. For theirs is the light, and yours the dark. You may sing the song but not sing it with them. For theirs is the song, and yours the songbook.
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Why won't they listen to us?

What does the younger generation really think about sex, drugs and their elders? Here, authentic and unvarnished, are some of their views.

On drugs: "As far as I know there's nothing wrong with smoking weed as long as it doesn't cause a psychological effect for the user. If taken occasionally it is no worse than drinking for the world, thus it becomes a social problem. If weed with pot, gets serious to the point that it is more harmful than a little bit.

On the future: "Right now we are supercharging the capacity to produce industrialized society. But mostly we work on our own in the traditional ways. We must find ways to transfer the quality of life, rather than just quantity to the youth. I don't know how to accomplish this task and I don't think anyone else can do it effectively. I can only hope we will find a way."

By MARK WILSON, Jr., of Phoenix, Arizona, a youth in the university, Topeka, Kansas, and the West Coast.

On the generation gap: "I don't think the gap is a problem if it were known by many parents and older people are trying to see the good in what people our age are doing and saying. No one would really bother about it any more if the same media was not putting it on long."

On religion: "My religious views are simple. I don't attend church or do I believe in organized religion. I do believe there's a suprema being. I'm in favor of trying to prove one's existence with what I believe is in what I do. I'm in favor of witnessing in my own way, on my own time, and on my own. I think you can sum up any generation's religious beliefs quite simply: They don't have that for formal worship and it is reinterpretation with many types of religion. Cynically nothing is being lost by not adhering to the religious faith. Many older people who believe in this give you six days a week and behave hypocritically, regardless of what they do. I think the main thing is that they can't help themselves, they don't want to behave that way."

By MARIE YOUNG, of Los Angeles, California.

On the new generation: "We are the generation that is going to make possible parents and society are going to make possible parents. But I think the group of potentially excellent parents is proportionately larger than ever before. Let's face it, our educational program and the social attitudes have grown more people in this generation a greater sense of self-confidence than was true in previous generations. With a recognition of their own needs and problems, they have the prerequisites for being decent parents. The parents who make up their kids and who are growing up themselves. Those who fear that the members of this generation will lose their parents because of their dismounting political views, their irreverence for institutions of learning or their desire for the older generation are guilty of simplistic answers. In every case, there is no easy answer. The solutions come from institutions because those are not the only ones that exist. We are the generation gap is closed by the same form of people who are concerned.

On parenthood: "Some people in my generation are going to be divorce parents and some are going to be divorce parents. But I think there are possibilities for parents who are happy. Many of our generation are more open to these people and more in love with their parents. We are the first generation to grow up in a family that is its own entity. Our parents have a stronger influence over their children who are making up the "new generation."
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Can you tell a generation by its heroes?

Judging by the headlines, the heroes of our youth should be revolutionaries like Che Guevara. Yippie names Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin are the best friends of Bob Dylan. Yet when Tim Wile posed the question, "What famous person do you admire most?" in a random sampling of under-young around the country, the answers followed this preconceived image. Outside of Bob Dylan, there wasn't a hero felt close to the crowd.

Those choices reveal, first, that this generation isn't exactly different from generations past. There was only one possible exception. As many white as blacks and few children older than twenty, for reasons related to the preconceived image. Otherwise, the same heroes of yesterday—despite the current siren song of anti-establishment revolution.

T errific heroes high in young poll ranks over the whole political spectrum—even from William Buckley, Jr., to Eugene McCarthy. But the only man from TV stars like Johnny Carson to Robert Kennedy. Sen. Eugene McCarthy, a former senator from Maine and a rising figure in the 1968 campaign, had said that he would run for president in 1972, and he did. Senator Kennedy. "I know little about politics in the United States," he said, "but I do know that there are great issues at stake in this country, and I believe that I should be one of the candidates for the presidency." Senator Kennedy. "I have no illusions about the responsibilities of the presidency, but I do believe that I can make a difference in the way this country is governed."

Johnny Carson: "He's rich and we get to enjoy it!" —Jill Monday, Indianapolis

Richard M. Nixon: "He's eager to bring the country back together again."

William Buckley, Jr., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Robert Kennedy: "His ideas are even in the young."

The most popular heroes are those who stand for something. Whether they be revolutionaries like Che Guevara or famous people like Bob Dylan, these heroes are the ones who are most admired by young people. They are the ones who are most respected by the under-young. They are the ones who are most admired by the under-young.
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Why I returned

An ex-hippie tells what made him drop out of the square world and why he finally decided to come back

By Joel Edwards
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The original concept of the so-called hippie appealed to me. The "flower child" thing meant to me a return to innocence in American life. I never thought about it in terms of drugs. The drug society and the hippy society were not necessarily the same thing to begin with, although they were related.
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My man was a King Size Problem...

(My man is big and handsome—my woman would be proud to be seen with such a man. I've always enjoyed going places with him, except for one thing—the clothes he wore did him no favors. They weren't tight, either—my husband makes a good living. They just weren't designed, you know, the style he wore was just wrong for him. His shirts and slacks were always skin tight, his jacket never looked right and his shoes were just wrong. I was glad when I started buying clothes for him myself. And I'm just now starting to see the difference."

Then one day a friend showed me the new KING-SIZE Catalog. It was a revelation! 130 pages crammed with smart, stylish clothing and shoes, designed just for men. You can't find clothes like this anywhere else. I bought him one suit and it was a hit. He looks so much better and he feels so much better."
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The Unfunny Generation

It's not their hair, their clothes or their beards, says a disillusioned humorist—it's the fact that they don't have a sense of humor!  

By Jerome Beatty, Jr.

There was a Crusader from Out of Town on Thursday. Concerned people didn't think at first that the foreign guy with the beard, heavy spectacles, ruffled collar, and funny accent was a hazard. People thought he was probably just a student. But they didn't have a sense of humor.

We found him with a Stovebolt 1950s car. When we met him, he took himself seriously. He had a serious expression on his face, and we realized that we didn't have a sense of humor.

But his participation in the parade made us think. Did we have a sense of humor? We thought about it, and we realized that we didn't have a sense of humor.

If you think the clothes they put on are funny, you should see them when they take them off. We were past a few years ago as what we considered the first real windstorm of modern times. It was a formal reception given by a magazine on Madison Avenue office. A group made clothing seemed to be standing there as nothing.

Instead of laughing and pointing out how silly he looked, we tried to be mean. We asked him if he was a street performer. He denied it, but we didn't believe him. We thought he was a street performer, but he wasn't. He was a student.

And believe it or not, they are creative people. They are not like the people who want to vote at 8 am.

I am not sure when the generation began to become disillusioned. It was only a year ago that a Texan said at a world's record for being a drug user. He said he couldn't tell what was happening, and it was a mess, he must have eaten some bad zingers.

Before that, the students said they didn't have a sense of humor. And they were right. The students said they didn't have a sense of humor. They were right.

The funniest thing about today's kids is the thing they take most seriously—their clothes. Rockville Centre grooves from coast to coast and when he arrived in New York told a story of how his car broke down in the middle of the night. While repairs were being made, word got around town that there was a Crusader from Out of Town on Thursday. Concerned people didn't think at first that the foreign guy with the beard, heavy spectacles, ruffled collar, and funny accent was a hazard. People thought he was probably just a student. But they didn't have a sense of humor.

When we met him, he took himself seriously. He had a serious expression on his face, and we realized that we didn't have a sense of humor.

If you think the clothes they put on are funny, you should see them when they take them off. We were past a few years ago as what we considered the first real windstorm of modern times. It was a formal reception given by a magazine on Madison Avenue office. A group made clothing seemed to be standing there as nothing.

Instead of laughing and pointing out how silly he looked, we tried to be mean. We asked him if he was a street performer. He denied it, but we didn't believe him. We thought he was a street performer, but he wasn't. He was a student.

And believe it or not, they are creative people. They are not like the people who want to vote at 8 am.

I am not sure when the generation began to become disillusioned. It was only a year ago that a Texan said at a world's record for being a drug user. He said he couldn't tell what was happening, and it was a mess, he must have eaten some bad zingers.

Before that, the students said they didn't have a sense of humor. And they were right. The students said they didn't have a sense of humor. They were right.
Please get out of our way

An open letter to a generation that, in the opinion of one student, has made a mess of things

BY PHILIP TAUBMAN

A serious society has failed to be the great society, the good society or even the fair society, and the reason is that the older generation has made a shambles of it.

The new generation has therefore come in for a drastic change. This means that the old politicians, the old moralists and the old people have got to make way for the new. And we will not do it easily.

Crumson and reason are not the bywords of the present generation, yet poverty and despair are the realities of the poor and the products of poverty. It is incomprehensible that the leaders of this nation allocate uncounted billions annually for defense while education is left to the feeble-minded and the slow to read, and American cities.

The crisis of our generation is not in any way so material that not only does it affect those who are at the worst, but those who are at the best. The crisis is in the heart, and the heart is the soul of the nation. The soul is not the result of education; it is the result of the mind, and the mind is the result of the soul.

It will be foolish to deny, of course, that there are signs of progress in the world today, but that is only the beginning of a crisis. Society is not the result of the mind; it is the result of the heart. And the heart is the result of the soul.

The solution is not in the mind; it is in the heart. And the heart is the result of the soul. And the soul is the result of the heart. And the heart is the result of the mind.

Hem 'n' Yams glazed with Karo® corn syrup is perfect every time—and it takes only 2 seconds. Hem's base. One-half hour before baking time is your guide to Karo right from the bottle to cover your ham...base with Kard...and you've got a perfect golden-glazed ham. Do the same with Your World Cooks by MYRA WALDO, this week's final entry.

THE CHANGEABLES

The first taste that makes the very young have a sweeter sense. Later, we're grown and the idea of bitter turns to moderation. But a growing body has taste and prejudice in food that are always changing. Teenagers tend to go on "food kicks," eating nothing but a single food for weeks at a time. Then, quite naturally, they tire of it and go on another kick, only to become bored with that. It is all quite natural and usually temporary.

A recent survey of teenagers and their food preferences furnished no sequences: pies, fried chicken, hamburgers, spaghetti, and lasagnas, ice cream and sudden meals came out on top. So when you're cooking for this age group, give them what they like, but serve it with the green vegetables and milk that they need.

SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALLS

1 pound spaghetti 1 cup water 1 pound ground beef 2 tablespoons olive oil 1 clove garlic, minced 1 cup chopped onion 1 cup chopped celery 1 cup chopped green pepper 1 cup chopped tomato sauce 1 cup chopped tomato 1 cup chopped carrot 1 cup chopped mushroom 1 cup chopped tomato paste 1 cup chopped tomato 1 cup chopped tomato 1 cup chopped tomato

Mix ingredients together and cook until meat is done. Add to vegetables and serve. Kard is perfect with this menu.

QUICK PIZZA

1 cup shredded mozzarella cheese 1/2 pound ground beef 1/2 pound ground pork 1/2 cup chopped onion 1 clove garlic, minced 1/2 cup chopped tomato sauce 1/2 cup chopped tomato 1/2 cup chopped tomato 1/2 cup chopped tomato

Mix ingredients together and cook until meat is done. Add to vegetables and serve. Kard is perfect with this menu.

No-guess glaze for Ham' n' Yams (beautiful and delicious)

Quick Pizza

1 cup shredded mozzarella cheese 1/2 pound ground beef 1/2 pound ground pork 1/2 cup chopped onion 1 clove garlic, minced 1/2 cup chopped tomato sauce 1/2 cup chopped tomato 1/2 cup chopped tomato 1 cup chopped tomato

Mix ingredients together and cook until meat is done. Add to vegetables and serve. Kard is perfect with this menu.

The Changeables

The first taste that makes the very young have a sweeter sense. Later, we're grown and the idea of bitter turns to moderation. But a growing body has taste and prejudice in food that are always changing. Teenagers tend to go on "food kicks," eating nothing but a single food for weeks at a time. Then, quite naturally, they tire of it and go on another kick, only to become bored with that. It is all quite natural and usually temporary.
HAIR
Scraggly, Neat-Looking: Most popular style. Among males, shaggy hair is seen as rough, manly.
Women prefer neater looks.

SHIRTS
Work-Wear with pockets and buttons:

GLASSES

Jewelry:

HATS

Leather Band: Stylistic and functional.

COATS

SHOES

Socks:

PANTS

What they look like
Today's young people dress to express themselves. Here's a few of their distinctive markings and what they mean:

What's happening in the Catholic Church today is not a revolution, but another emphasis on the evolution and changing of the Church. The changes in the Church are not new.
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PANTS
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What's happening in the Catholic Church today is not a revolution, but another emphasis on the evolution and changing of the Church. The changes in the Church are not new.
Who else wants a big raise in pay?

Stuck in a rut? Tired of a dead-end job?

Here's proof you can step up to a high-salary position with prestige and security through LaSalle spare-time training.

A man may work for years at his job and still be work only a clerk's pay. Without special training, there is bound to remain in that job all his life unless he gets into some business that pays much more. A man who is working for a high salary than you are now earning will have more prestige and privileges to go with it—by getting out of the rut of the untrained. You can become skilled in the kind of work you like—and employers will seek you out. For in today's vastly expanded business activity, there are more key jobs than there are trained men to fill them.

Without sacrificing your present work—by devoting only a little of your spare time—you can prepare rapidly for the opportunity of your choice through LaSalle home study. The cost is remarkably low.

LaSalle has been an acknowledged leader in home education for more than sixty years. It has enrolled over 1,200,000 ambitious men and women for top-grade training in business, high school and technical fields.

Top-notch Textbook and Equipment.

Accountants have trained with LaSalle. LaSalle's famed Law Library, especially prepared for its own law course, is a standard and authoritative reference source of information on law. And LaSalle has earned similar distinctions in all its other schools. Its distinguished faculty includes some of the country's foremost practicing attorneys. And the opportunity to win a position in a field in which your training is in experienced hands—why your LaSalle diploma will be a credential that is respected by employers.

To get full information, without obligation, mail coupon below for your free booklet Write LaSalle, 437 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60605.

THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH!

How long since you've had a real promotion? You can do as well as these LaSalle students did:

Send for booklet that may change your whole future

Making the corners straightly may be the first step in building for a future, important job. Higher up, all of the good things that go with success. Simply clip the coupon below for your free booklet. There is no obligation.
Need A Home? Car? Check The Journal's Want Ad's

Believe It or Not!